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SUBJECT: Visual impacts, urban design and landscape - Revised overshadowing mapping including property boundaries

NOTE: 1. This Technical Note has been prepared to respond to issues raised by the Inquiry and Advisory Committee (IAC) in the Preliminary Matters and Further Information Request dated 20 June 2019.

2. For ease of reference, this Technical Note sets out the relevant request made by the IAC followed by NELP’s response.

REQUEST: 3. The IAC made the following request at paragraph #28 of the Further Information Request, to provide:

   28. Overshadowing mapping is updated to include property boundaries

RESPONSE: Revised overshadowing mapping including property boundaries has been prepared and is provided in Attachments A to D. As per the EES Land Use Planning Technical Report these plans assume full height solid noise walls for the purposes of the assessment.

CORRESPONDENCE: N/A

ATTACHMENTS:
A. Proposed shading for noise walls maps (Parts 1-5)
B. Proposed shading for shared use paths maps
C. Proposed shading for vent outlet maps
D. Proposed shading for elevated noise walls maps